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Summary
Background: Increased collagen remodelling is a key pathophysiological component 
underlying intestinal stricture and fistula development in Crohn's disease (CD).
Aims: To investigate associations between serological biomarkers of collagen turno-
ver and disease behaviour according to the Montreal classification in patients with 
CD.
Methods: Serological biomarkers of type III/IV collagen formation (PRO- C3, PRO- 
C4) and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) or granzyme- B (GrzB)- mediated type I, III, 
IV and VI collagen degradation (C1M, C3M, C4M, C4G, C6Ma3) were measured using 
neo- epitope protein fingerprint assays in 101 patients with CD (Montreal B1: n = 37; 
B2: n = 27; B3: n = 37) and 96 controls. Patients were followed up until their last out-
patient visit to monitor stricturing/penetrating disease progression and recurrence 
and the occurrence of surgical interventions.
Results: C1M, C3M and C4M were significantly reduced in patients with stricturing 
disease (Montreal B2) and accurately differentiated them from patients with either 
non- stricturing, non- penetrating (B1) or penetrating (B3) disease (all p < 0.001, mul-
tivariable analysis). Similarly, the type IV collagen formation/degradation (PRO- C4/
C4M) ratio demonstrated high discriminative capacity (B1/B2: AUC = 0.90; B1/B3: 
AUC = 0.87, both p < 0.001, multivariable analysis). Prospectively, higher baseline lev-
els of C1M and C4G were associated with an increased risk of penetrating disease 
progression (C4G: hazard ratio [HR] 1.71 [1.05– 2.81], p < 0.05).
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Crohn's disease (CD) is a chronic ulcerative inflammatory disease 
mainly affecting the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and is characterised 
by an inappropriate and uncontrolled immune response that is pu-
tatively triggered by the gut microbiome in genetically susceptible 
individuals.1 Longstanding (often subclinical) disease activity may 
progress to disease complications, including stricturing (i.e. intestinal 
stenosis) and penetrating (i.e. intestinal fistulae, abscesses or perfo-
rations) disease phenotypes, which are already present in 30%– 50% 
of patients at the time of diagnosis and eventually occur in more than 
70% of patients.2,3 Stricturing and/or penetrating disease complica-
tions are often classified according to the Montreal classification 
as disease behaviour subtypes, which consist of non- stricturing, 
non- penetrating disease (B1), stricturing (B2) and penetrating (B3) 
disease.4

The intestinal (sub)mucosa is rich in extracellular matrix (ECM) 
proteins, including collagens, which are very important to main-
tain epithelial integrity and structure and tensile strength of the 

intestinal tissue. The ECM can be divided into two layers, the base-
ment membrane (BM) and interstitial matrix (IM). The most abundant 
collagen of the BM is type IV collagen, whereas type I and III colla-
gens are the most abundant collagens of the IM, which are directly 
associated with the intestinal epithelium (Figure 1). At the interface 
between the BM and IM, type VI collagen is highly expressed and 
acts as an anchor of the BM, by interacting directly with type IV 
collagen and perlecan.5 Fibrosis is considered the primary patho-
physiological mechanism underlying these disease complications, 
which is a result of excessive ECM deposition, mainly collagens, and 
abnormal remodelling due to chronic inflammation and impaired 
wound healing.6 This process is mediated by increased proliferation 
and differentiation of intestinal (myo) fibroblasts, and is considered 
to drive the development and progression of intestinal stricture for-
mation.5,7 On the other hand, chronic intestinal inflammation may 
lead to ECM breakdown and remodelling, as many local cells secrete 
proteases and structural proteins.7,8 Inflammatory cells, for exam-
ple, macrophages and neutrophilic granulocytes, produce matrix 
metalloproteinases (MMPs), which are collagenases able to destroy 

Conclusions: Elevated degradation of type I, III and IV collagen and excessive (rela-
tive) formation of type IV collagen strongly associates with stricturing CD. Type I and 
IV collagen fragments show predictive potential for the risk of penetrating disease 
progression. These biomarkers may become valuable tools for detection and predic-
tion of stricturing and penetrating CD.

F I G U R E  1   Schematic representation of the extracellular matrix (ECM) composition of the intestinal mucosa. The ECM can roughly be 
divided into two layers: the basement membrane (BM) and interstitial matrix (IM). The BM is mainly composed of type IV collagen, which 
are networking forming collagens. The IM primarily consists of type I and type III collagens, which are fibrillar collagens, as well as type VI 
collagens, which consists of beaded filaments.
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ECM components. Moreover, T- lymphocytes express granzyme- B, 
resulting in epithelial barrier disruption, mucosal damage and giving 
rise to intestinal fistula formation.5,9 Fistulae may occur when heal-
ing of chronic ulcers is impaired due to increased activity of granu-
locytes and T- cells leading to increased protease activity, including 
MMPs, resulting in chronic tracts of granulation tissue between two 
epithelial- lined surfaces after re- epithelialisation of penetrating 
ulcers.5,10– 12

As fragments of intestinal collagens derived from an increased 
proteolytic activity are released into the systemic circulation, they 
can be measured in blood and potentially serve as serological bio-
markers for stricturing and/or penetrating disease in patients with 
CD.5 For that purpose, protein fingerprint assays that quantify spe-
cific neo- epitope fragments of collagen formation and degradation, 
including MMP-  and granzyme- B- derived fragments of type I, III, 
IV and VI collagens, have recently been developed and validated in 
a variety of (fibrotic) diseases.13– 19 Previously, specific biomarkers 
of collagen formation and degradation were demonstrated to be 
strongly associated with CD, as well as with CD disease activity, dis-
ease behaviour and response to biological therapy.20– 23 For instance, 
an imbalance in type III collagen formation and degradation showed 
potential as a biomarker for penetrating CD and as a monitoring 
tool for the dynamics of mucosal damage and healing.22–24 Although 
these results are promising, further validation studies are warranted, 
together with an assessment of these biomarkers for their ability to 
predict future disease course. Importantly, the latter goal may help 
to early detect and monitor disease complications in CD, thereby 
enabling prompt therapeutic intervention and prevention of severe 
disease.

In this study, we aimed to evaluate the potential of circulating 
collagen formation and degradation fragments as discriminative 
biomarkers for Montreal disease behaviour subclasses in patients 
with CD. Furthermore, we aimed to determine associations of these 
biomarkers with inflammatory disease activity, and to assess their 
predictive value in relation to the risk of progression of stricturing 
and penetrating disease and the risk of future surgical interventions.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design and study population

Patients were included from the IBD center database and biobank of 
the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG), Groningen, the 
Netherlands. In total, serum samples from 101 patients with CD were 
collected. Samples were collected in the period from February 2011 
to December 2018 and were stored at −80°C until further analysis. 
CD diagnosis was based on clinical, endoscopic and histological cri-
teria. Inclusion criteria for this study were as follows: an established 
diagnosis of CD existing for at least 1 year, age ≥18 years, and having 
an updated Montreal disease classification within 1 year of serum 
sampling that remained stable during follow- up. Exclusion criteria 
consisted of patients undergoing any surgery or endoscopic balloon 

dilatation <6 months before sampling, patients with concurrent ma-
lignancies (except for skin cancer and haematological malignancies), 
other fibrotic diseases (e.g. liver fibrosis/cirrhosis, lung fibrosis) or 
concurrent infections. In addition, serum samples from 96 healthy 
controls (HCs) were collected, which were obtained from BioIVT 
(Westbury, NY, USA). The study was approved by the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) of the UMCG (IRB no. 08/338). All patients and 
HCs provided written informed consent for the use of their data and 
serum. The study was conducted according to the principles of the 
Declaration of Helsinki (2013).

2.2 | Data collection

Detailed phenotypic data were collected for all patients, including 
age, sex, body- mass index (BMI), smoking status, Montreal disease 
classification, medication use, history of bowel surgery, disease 
activity and standard laboratory parameters, all of which were as-
sessed at the time of serum sampling. Clinical disease activity was 
established using the Harvey– Bradshaw Index (HBI).25 The Montreal 
disease classification was recorded from the closest visit to the out-
patient clinic at the time of sampling. In addition to clinical data, 
routine diagnostic laboratory parameters were collected that were 
measured as part of routine clinical care, including haemoglobin (Hb), 
C- reactive protein (CRP), white blood cell count, platelet counts, cre-
atinine and the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR). Faecal 
calprotectin (FC) levels were collected from a subset of included pa-
tients for which these were available (≤90 days of sampling, n = 38) 
as part of routine clinical care, which were quantified by enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) (Bühlmann Laboratories AG).

2.3 | Study outcomes and definitions

2.3.1 | Classification of disease behaviour

Disease behaviour according to the Montreal classification was con-
sidered the primary study outcome and was classified as follows: B1: 
non- stricturing, non- penetrating disease, representing inflammatory 
CD without any prior stricturing or penetrating disease complica-
tions; B2: stricturing disease, representing the presence of stenosis, 
either asymptomatic or symptomatic, and either previous or current, 
as well as previous surgery because of stenosis, or postoperative 
stenosis in anastomosis; B3: penetrating disease, representing the 
history or current presence of fistulising disease, including intra- 
abdominal fistulae, perforations and abscesses. Here, at baseline, the 
presence of perianal (P) disease was classified as a separate entity 
from the Montreal disease behaviour classification. Classifications 
were based on clinical data and objectively confirmed by retrospec-
tively available endoscopies (images, reports), histopathological re-
ports (e.g. from bowel resections), and radiologic information (e.g. 
MRI or CT images). Disease behaviour was recorded as the patients' 
most severe phenotype (where B1 < B2 < B3) at the time of sampling.
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2.3.2 | Prospective (follow- up) outcomes and 
definitions

Patients were followed up from baseline until the most recent date 
of contact (either outpatient visit, clinical visit, endoscopic investi-
gation or telephone appointment) with their treating gastroenter-
ologist (as of May 4, 2021). During follow- up, the progression or 
recurrence of stricturing disease, penetrating disease and the oc-
currence of surgical interventions was recorded. Stricturing disease 
by radiographic assessment was defined as an intestinal wall thick-
ness >4 mm, or the presence of luminal narrowing or a pre- stenotic 
dilation.26,27 Penetrating disease was defined as a chronic tract of 
granulation tissue between two epithelial- lined surfaces, which was 
evidently described in endoscopic, radiologic or physical examina-
tion reports.10 No differentiation was made between fistula type 
(i.e. perianal, enterocutaneous, or rectovaginal). Surgical interven-
tions consisted of all CD- related surgeries, which were classified by 
indication as described in surgical reports. Indications consisted of 
stenosis-  or fistula- related surgeries or intestinal resections due to 
therapeutic failure.

Progression or recurrence of stricturing and/or penetrating 
disease was defined as either the development of new stricturing/
penetrating disease (progression) or as the recurrence of active stric-
turing (recurring symptomatic stenosis after a period of remission or 
after intervention, i.e. balloon dilation or surgery) or penetrating dis-
ease (recurring fistulizing disease after a period of remission or after 
intervention). These definitions were based on either endoscopic 
evidence for progression or recurrence (based on physician's assess-
ment, retrieved from endoscopy and physical examination reports) 
or radiologic evidence (i.e. by MRI or rectal endosonography).

2.4 | Biomarker assays

All biomarkers analysed in this study are listed in Table 1. Neo- 
epitope fragments of ECM synthesis and degradation were meas-
ured using protein fingerprint assays with solid- phase competitive 
ELISAs. Assays were based on either colorimetry or chemilumines-
cence. Ninety- six well plates pre- coated with streptavidin (Roche 
Diagnostics, CAT no. 119- 40- 279) were coated with biotinylated pep-
tides corresponding to each biomarker for 30 min at 20°C. Samples 
were diluted in assay buffer (50 mM PBS- BTB 8 g/L NaCl, pH 7.4). 
Subsequently, samples were incubated with horseradish peroxidase- 
conjugated target- specific monoclonal antibodies for 1 h at 20°C 
or for 20 h at 4°C, depending on the specific assay, and shaken at 
300 rpm. Each incubation step was followed by washing of the plates 
with washing buffer (25 mM TRIZMA, 50 mM NaCl, 0.036% Bronidox 
L5, 0.1% Tween- 20) using a standardised ELISA plate washing ma-
chine (BioTek Instruments, Microplate washer, ELx405 Select CW). 
For colorimetric assays, tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) (Kem- En- Tec, 
CAT no. 438 OH) was added as 100 μl per well; the plates were incu-
bated for 15 min at room temperature and shaken again at 300 rpm. 
After this, 1% H2SO4 stopping buffer was added to stop the TMB re-
action. An ELISA reader (VersaMAX; Molecular Devices) was applied 
to read optical densities at 450 and 650 nm. For chemiluminescence 
assays, BM Chemiluminescence ELISA Substrate (Merck, CAT no. 
11582950001) was added as 100 μl per well. The plates were then 
shaken at 300 rpm while incubating for 3 min at 20°C. A fluorescence 
plate reader (Fluoroskan FL, Thermo Fisher) was applied to read light 
emission at 1000 ms with no filter. Finally, standard curves were cre-
ated using 4- parameter logistic models. Detection limits and detec-
tion rates of biomarkers can be found in Table S1.

Protein Biomarker of degradation
Biomarker of 
formation BM/IM References

Type I collagen C1M: Specific fragment 
of MMP- 2, - 9, - 13- 
mediated degradation 
of type I collagen

IM 13

Type III 
collagen

C3M: Specific fragment 
of MMP- 9- mediated 
degradation of type III 
collagen

PRO- C3: Released 
N- terminal pro- 
peptide of type 
III collagen

IM 14,15

Type IV 
collagen

C4M: Neo- epitope 
generated by MMP- 2, 
- 9, - 12- mediated 
degradation of type IV 
collagen

C4G: Neo- epitope 
generated by T- cell 
granzyme- B- mediated 
degradation of type IV 
collagen

PRO- C4: Internal 
epitope in 7s 
domain of type 
IV collagen

BM 16– 18

Type VI 
collagen

C6Ma3: MMP- 2 and 
- 9- degraded type VI 
collagen (alpha chain)

BM/IM 19

Abbreviations: BM, basement membrane; IM, interstitial matrix; MMP, matrix metalloproteinase.

TA B L E  1   Serological biomarkers 
of extracellular matrix turnover and 
intestinal inflammation
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2.5 | Statistical analysis

2.5.1 | Descriptive and general inferential statistics

Baseline characteristics of the study population were presented 
as means ± standard deviations (SD), medians with interquartile 
ranges (IQRs) or as proportions n with corresponding percentages 
(%). Assessment of normality of continuous variables was performed 
by visual inspection of normal probability (Q– Q) plots and histo-
grams. Differences in demographic and clinical data were compared 
using independent sample t- tests, Mann– Whitney U- tests or chi- 
squared tests, depending on normality and type of variable. Serum 
biomarker levels were presented as median [IQR], and differences 
between groups were tested non- parametrically using Kruskal– 
Wallis tests and Mann– Whitney U- tests with post- hoc Bonferroni 
correction for multiple comparisons, as appropriate. Correlations 
between different biomarkers were calculated using Spearman's 
rank correlation coefficients. Statistical analyses were performed 
using the Python programming language (v.3.8.5, Python Software 
Foundation, https://www.python.org), using the pandas (v.1.2.3) and 
numpy (v.1.20.0) packages and SPSS Statistics software package 
(v.25.0) (SPSS Inc.). Data visualisation was performed using seaborn 
(v. 0.11.1) and matplotlib (v. 3.4.1) packages in Python and GraphPad 
Prism (v.9.1). p- values ≤0.05 were considered statistically significant.

2.5.2 | Discrimination analyses of Montreal 
Behaviour subclasses

Univariable logistic regression analyses (method: enter) were 
performed to assess the discriminative ability of the biomarkers 
regarding Montreal disease classifications. Receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) statistics with the area under the curve (AUC) as 
an overall measure of fit and corresponding 95% confidence inter-
vals (CI) were used to assess the discriminative ability of biomarkers 
with regard to the outcomes. ROC curves and AUCs were computed 
using the non- parametric, tie- corrected trapezoidal approxima-
tion method. Significant results (pre- selection threshold: nominal 
p ≤ 0.05) from univariable analyses were incorporated into multi-
variable logistic regression analyses. First, biomarker levels were 
adjusted for demographic or clinical characteristics by performing 
multivariable backward logistic regression analyses, taking into ac-
count variables that were significantly associated with the outcome 
of interest (derived from univariable logistic regression analyses). 
Second, biomarker levels were adjusted for their unstandardized re-
sidual values by performing multivariable logistic regression analysis 
in order to determine the predictive value of solely the biomarker. 
Unstandardized residual values were derived from linear regres-
sion using the same confounding factors from the first multivariate 
analysis in relation to the specific biomarker. The discriminative per-
formance of adjusted models was determined by ROC estimation of 
combined predicted probabilities from the models with bootstrap in-
ference (n = 500 iterations). Additionally, multivariable models were 

internally validated using k- fold cross- validation (k = 10). In this pro-
cedure, the dataset was randomly divided into k equally sized folds, 
where each fold was then left out (10% of cases) while the model 
was fitted to the remaining k- 1 folds (90% of cases, ‘training set’) 
and predictions were obtained for the left- out part (‘test set’). This 
procedure was repeated 10 times where AUCs from each fold were 
averaged and bootstrapped to achieve statistical inference, resulting 
in a cross- validated AUC (cv- AUC).

2.5.3 | Prospective (follow- up) analyses

Biomarkers were analysed for associations with the risk of future 
progression or recurrence of stricturing or penetrating disease or the 
risk of surgical interventions using Kaplan– Meier survival analysis. 
Survival distributions were assessed for tertiles of biomarker levels, 
which were pairwise compared using log- rank tests. Survival time 
was defined from the time of sampling (baseline) until the first date 
that progression was evident (by endoscopy and/or radiography) or 
CD- related surgical intervention was performed, or until the last 
contact date with their treating gastroenterologist (end of follow-
 up). Cox proportional hazards regression analyses were performed 
to assess the prospective associations between biomarker levels 
and the risk of progression or occurrence of surgical interventions. 
Results were expressed as hazard ratios (HRs) with corresponding 
95% CIs, where biomarker levels were 2log- transformed before entry 
to facilitate results interpretation (per doubling). The proportional-
ity of hazards assumption was checked for all biomarkers to confirm 
the absence of violation. Multivariable Cox regression models were 
intended to be performed to adjust for potential confounding fac-
tors, but omitted due to a low number of occurring events. Cox re-
gression analyses were repeated using restricted cubic splines (RCS) 
with three knots to evaluate non- linearity of associations between 
biomarkers and progression of stricturing or penetrating disease, or 
the risk of surgical interventions. RCS is a flexible method to model 
and visualise relationships between continuous predictor variables 
and prospective outcomes as entered in Cox proportional hazards 
regression analysis. Furthermore, RCS can be used to test the hy-
pothesis for absence of linear relationships, or summarising relation-
ships that seem to be too non- linear to be adequately summarised in 
a linear relationship. Non- linearity in RCS was evaluated using likeli-
hood ratio tests, where nested models were compared using linear 
or linear and cubic spline terms.

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Characteristics of the study population

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population, 
both for the total cohort (n = 101) and separated by disease be-
haviour according to the Montreal classification, are presented in 
Table 2. A flow diagram of the study patient inclusion can be found 

https://www.python.org
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TA B L E  2   Cohort demographic and clinical characteristics, separated by disease behaviour according to the Montreal classification

Total (n = 101)
Montreal B1 
(n = 37)

Montreal B2 
(n = 27)

Montreal B3 
(n = 37) HC (n = 96) p- value

Age (years) 40.5 ± 14.7 38.5 ± 14.1 45.8 ± 18.1 38.6 ± 11.7 48.9 ± 12.2 0.090

Sex, n (%)

Male 38 (37.6) 9 (24.3) 13 (48.1) 16 (43.2) 56 (58.3) 0.102

Female 63 (62.4) 28 (75.7) 14 (51.9) 21 (56.8) 40 (41.7)

BMI (kg/m2) 25.1 ± 5.3 26.6 ± 6.8 23.4 ± 4.7 24.9 ± 3.4 — 0.055

Smoking, n (%)

No 35 (34.7) 16 (43.2) 3 (11.1) 16 (43.2) 0.055

Previous 31 (30.7) 9 (24.3) 12 (44.4) 10 (27.0)

Current 35 (34.7) 12 (32.4) 12 (44.4) 11 (29.7)

Montreal classification

Montreal age (A)

A1 (≤16 years) 16 (15.8) 7 (18.9) 6 (22.2) 3 (8.1) 0.164

A2 (17– 40 years) 67 (66.3) 23 (62.2) 14 (51.9) 30 (81.1)

A3 (>40 years) 18 (17.8) 7 (18.9) 7 (25.9) 4 (10.8)

Montreal location (L), CD

L1 (ileal disease) 31 (30.7) 9 (24.3) 14 (51.9) 8 (21.6) 0.221

L2 (colonic disease) 15 (14.9) 6 (16.2) 2 (7.4) 7 (18.9)

L3 (ileocolonic 
disease)

54 (53.5) 21 (56.8) 11 (40.7) 22 (59.5)

L4 (upper GI disease) 7 (6.9) 5 (13.5) 0 (0.0) 2 (5.4)

Montreal perianal disease 
(P), CD

31 (30.7) 3 (8.1) 4 (14.8) 24 (64.9) — <0.001

Medication
use, n (%) Total Montreal B1 Montreal B2 Montreal B3 HC p- value

Aminosalicylates 7 (6.9) 4 (10.8) 2 (7.4) 1 (2.7) 0.387

Steroids 37 (36.6) 17 (45.9) 10 (37.0) 10 (27.0) 0.240

Immunosuppressives 65 (64.4) 18 (48.6) 20 (74.1) 27 (73.0) 0.043

Prior anti- TNF- α 43 (42.6) 15 (40.5) 15 (55.6) 13 (35.1) 0.346

Surgical history

Ileocaecal resection, 
n (%)

38 (37.6) 4 (10.8) 19 (70.4) 15 (40.5) <0.001

Colon resection (or 
partial), n (%)

7 (6.9) 1 (2.7) 1 (3.7) 5 (13.5) 0.139

Clinical disease activity 
scorea Total (n = 68)

Montreal B1 
(n = 28)

Montreal B2 
(n = 22)

Montreal B3 
(n = 18) HC

p- 
value

HBI

Remission (<5) 24 (35.3) 12 (42.9) 6 (27.3) 6 (33.3) 0.638

Mild disease (5– 7) 17 (25.0) 5 (17.9) 8 (36.4) 4 (22.2

Moderate disease (8– 16) 24 (35.3) 9 (32.1) 8 (36.4) 7 (38.9)

Severe disease (>16) 3 (4.4) 2 (7.1) 0 (0.0) 1 (5.6)

Laboratory parameters

Haemoglobin (mmol/L) 7.7 ± 0.9 7.8 ± 1.0 7.9 ± 0.9 7.6 ± 0.9 0.349

CRP (mg/L) 5.0 [2.1;14.8] 9.6 [4.2;17.8] 2.0 [1.0;5.7] 6.2 [3.2;15.5] 0.003

WBC (×109/L) 7.1 [6.9;9.8] 8.5 [6.5;11.3] 6.4 [4.9;9.2] 6.8 [6.0;9.1] 0.085

Platelets (×109/L) 334 ± 102 366 ± 107 289 ± 82 337 ± 99 0.010

eGFR (ml/min/1.73m2) 106 ± 23 109 ± 20 108 ± 30 102 ± 20 0.400
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in Figure S1. The mean age of the total cohort was 40.5 ± 14.7 years, 
and proportions of males and females were 37.6% and 62.4%, re-
spectively. Patients with penetrating CD (Montreal B3) more often 
had perianal disease activity, which frequently co- occurs with this 
type of disease behaviour (p < 0.001). Patients with stricturing CD 
(Montreal B2) more often underwent an ileocaecal resection com-
pared with patients with non- stricturing, non- penetrating (B1) 
or penetrating (B3) CD (p < 0.001), and had lower CRP (p < 0.01), 
platelet counts (p < 0.05) and FC levels (the latter only in a subset 
of patients, n = 38) compared with patients categorised as Montreal 
B1 or B3. Finally, patients with stricturing and penetrating disease 
more often used immunosuppressive drugs compared with non- 
stricturing, non- penetrating CD (p < 0.05). The remaining demo-
graphic and clinical characteristics were not significantly different 
between the Montreal classification subgroups.

3.2 | CD is characterised by distinct biomarker 
signatures of type I, III, IV and VI collagen 
formation and degradation

Serum concentrations of type I, III, IV and VI collagen formation 
and degradation biomarkers in patients with CD and in HCs are 
presented in Table S2 and separated out according to Montreal 
classification in Figure 2. Serum levels of C1M and C6Ma3 were sub-
stantially elevated in patients with CD compared with HCs (C1M: 
50.6 [33.9;105.7] vs 14.3 [11.4;19.9] ng/ml; C6Ma3: 0.62[0.49;0.84] 
vs 0.44[0.41;0.47] ng/ml, both p < 0.001, Table S2). No significant 
differences in serum C1M (after adjustment for multiple compari-
sons) and C6Ma3 levels were observed between disease behaviour 
subclasses (i.e., without considering HC), although patients with 
stricturing disease showed a trend towards lower levels than the re-
maining patients. Serum C3M levels were significantly elevated in 
patients with CD compared with HCs (median [IQR] 11.8 [9.7;14.6] vs 
9.2 [7.8;10.4] ng/ml, p < 0.001), indicating relatively increased degra-
dation of type III collagen, whereas PRO- C3 levels were not signifi-
cantly different between groups (nominal p- value: 0.029) (Table S2). 
Taken together, the balance between type III collagen formation and 
degradation (C3M/PRO- C3 ratio) was higher in patients with non- 
stricturing, non- penetrating CD (Montreal B1) compared with HCs 
(albeit only nominally significant, p = 0.010; Table S2). Serum PRO- C4 
and C4M levels were higher in patients with CD than in HCs (183.3 

[144.7; 239.1] vs 134.2 [105.2160.1] ng/ml and 26.3[22.6, 34.5] vs 
21.1[18.1, 24.7] ng/ml, both p < 0.001) (Table S2). However, the bal-
ance between type IV collagen formation and degradation (PRO- C4/
C4M ratio) was not significantly elevated in patients with strictur-
ing CD (Montreal B2), compared with HCs or patients with CD hav-
ing non- stricturing, non- penetrating disease (B1) and penetrating 
disease (B3) (p = 0.153 and p = 0.009, respectively). Serum C4G 
levels were higher in patients with penetrating CD compared with 
HCs (18.0 [14.0, 26.3] vs 13.7[10.7, 19.6] ng/ml, respectively, over-
all p = 0.006), indicating net increased T- cell granzyme- B- mediated 
degradation of type IV collagen, although there was no statistically 
significant difference between disease behaviour phenotypes.

3.3 | Type I, III and IV collagen degradation 
fragments are decreased in patients with stricturing 
(Montreal B2) CD and accurately differentiate them 
from both non- stricturing, non- penetrating (Montreal 
B1) and penetrating (Montreal B3) Crohn’s disease

Subsequently, the ability of serum biomarkers to differentiate be-
tween Montreal disease behaviour subclasses was determined using 
ROC statistics and logistic regression modelling (Table 3, Figures 3 
and 4, Tables S3 and S4). Unadjusted analyses revealed that serum 
C1M, C3M and C4M levels accurately discriminated between pa-
tients with non- stricturing, non- penetrating disease and strictur-
ing disease (AUC with 95% CI: C1M 0.69 [0.56– 0.83], p < 0.01; 
C3M 0.66 [0.53– 0.80], p < 0.05; C4M 0.68 [0.55– 0.82], p < 0.05) 
(Figure 3a– c, Table S3). Using multivariable (backwards) logistic re-
gression analyses, allowing adjustment for confounders (history of 
ileocaecal resection, concurrent use of immunosuppressive drugs, 
and platelet counts), all biomarkers retained their ability to differ-
entiate between non- stricturing, non- penetrating and strictur-
ing CD (Figure 3e– g,i– k). In these analyses, CRP dropped out as a 
non- significant confounding factor, but to double- check whether 
these results remained robust while adjusting for CRP, analyses 
were repeated accordingly, which demonstrated comparable results 
(Table S5). When combining the biomarkers with their residual values 
(derived from linear regression, corrected for significant confound-
ers), the discriminative ability of C3M was superior in differentiating 
between non- stricturing, non- penetrating and stricturing CD (AUC 
0.91[0.83– 0.98], p < 0.001), followed by serum C4M levels (AUC 

Creatinine (μmol/L) 66.2 ± 15.1 63.1 ± 13.7 66.4 ± 18.1 69.1 ± 13.8 0.238

Faecal calprotectin 
(μg/g)b

1105 [553; 2185] 1895 [1170; 2473] 625 [425; 805] 865 [400; 1490] 0.010

Note: Data are presented as proportions n with corresponding percentages (%), means ± standard deviation (SD) or medians [interquartile range, IQR] 
in case of continuous variables. p- values <0.05 were considered statistically significant and are indicated in bold.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CD, Crohn's disease; CRP, C- reactive protein; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HBI, Harvey– 
Bradshaw Index; HC, healthy control; TNF- α, tumour necrosis factor alpha; WBC, white blood cell count.
aClinical disease activity scores (HBI) were available for n = 68 patients.
bFaecal calprotectin levels at baseline were available for n = 38 patients (B1: n = 16; B2: n = 11; B3: n = 11).

TA B L E  2   (Continued)
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0.87 [0.79– 0.96], p < 0.001) and C1M levels (AUC 0.78[0.67– 0.98], 
p < 0.001) (Table S4).

Similarly, serum C1M, C3M and C4M levels demonstrated 
moderately accurate discriminative ability between stricturing 
and penetrating CD (Figure 4, Tables S3 and S4). Unadjusted 
analyses showed that C1M levels were best to discriminate be-
tween stricturing and penetrating disease (AUC 0.70 [0.56– 0.83, 

p < 0.01), followed by C4M (AUC: 0.67 [0.53– 0.80], p < 0.05), and 
C3M (AUC 0.65 [0.51– 0.78], p < 0.05) (Figure 4a– c). Multivariable 
(backwards) logistic regression analyses, with adjustment for the 
presence of perianal disease as a relevant confounder, demon-
strated preserved discriminative capacity of these biomarkers 
(Figure 4d– i). Residual- corrected biomarker values revealed that 
C1M was superior in differentiating stricturing from penetrating 

F I G U R E  2   (A– I) Serum concentrations and ratios of type I (C1M), III (C3M, PRO- C3, C3M/PRO- C3), IV (C4M, PRO- C4, C4G, PRO- C4/
C4M) and VI (C6Ma3) collagen formation and degradation biomarkers in patients with CD (n = 101), stratified by disease behaviour, and 
in healthy controls (HC, n = 96). (A– C) Serum C3M levels were significantly elevated in patients with CD compared with HC, indicating 
relatively increased degradation of type III collagen, whereas PRO- C3 levels were equal among groups, resulting in a moderately elevated 
C3M/PRO- C3 ratio in patients with CD compared with controls (especially in patients with non- stricturing, non- penetrating disease), which 
was however only nominally statistically significant. (D– F) Serum PRO- C4 and C4M levels were elevated in patients with CD compared 
with HC, but the PRO- C4/C4M ratio was nominally significantly elevated in patients with stricturing disease, compared with both HC and 
patients with non- stricturing, non- penetrating disease. (G) A specific fragment of MMP- 2, 9, 13- mediated type I collagen degradation (C1M) 
was markedly elevated in patients with CD compared with HC. (H) Serum C4G levels were nominally significantly elevated in patients with 
CD, particularly in patients with penetrating CD, compared with HC. (I) Serum C6Ma3 levels were elevated in patients with CD compared 
with HC. Boxplots were drawn according to the Tukey method, with inner fences defined as 25th/75th percentile ±1.5 IQR. Significances 
were calculated from Kruskal- Wallis tests with post- hoc Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. 
#Only nominally significant, but not statistically significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
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TA B L E  3   The discriminative ability of serological biomarkers with regard to disease behaviour subtypes in patients with Crohn's disease

Biomarker

Unadjusted Adjusted (full model)a
Adjusted (residual marker 
value)b

Non- penetrating, non- stricturing CD (Montreal B1) versus stricturing CD (Montreal B2)

AUC (95% CI) Nominal p- value AUC (95% CI) p- value AUC (95% CI) p- value

C1M 0.69 (0.56– 0.83) 0.009 0.91 (0.84– 0.98) <0.001 0.78 (0.67– 0.89) <0.001

C3M 0.66 (0.53– 0.80) 0.028 0.92 (0.84– 0.99) <0.001 0.91 (0.83– 0.98) <0.001

PRO- C3 0.52 (0.38– 0.67) 0.760

C3M/PRO- C3 0.61 (0.47– 0.75) 0.126

C4M 0.68 (0.55– 0.82) 0.013 0.92 (0.85– 0.99) <0.001 0.87 (0.79– 0.96) <0.001

PRO- C4 0.57 (0.42– 0.71) 0.359

PRO- C4/C4M 0.71 (0.57– 0.84) 0.005 0.92 (0.85– 0.99) <0.001 0.90 (0.82– 0.98) <0.001

C4G 0.50 (0.36– 0.65) 0.962

C6Ma3 0.59 (0.44– 0.73) 0.234

Biomarker

Unadjusted Adjusted (full model)b
Adjusted (residual marker 
value)b

Non- penetrating, non- stricturing CD (Montreal B1) versus penetrating CD (Montreal B3)

AUC (95% CI) Nominal p- value AUC (95% CI) p- value AUC (95% CI) p- value

C1M 0.51 (0.38– 0.64) 0.877

C3M 0.52 (0.39– 0.65) 0.775

PRO- C3 0.58 (0.45– 0.71) 0.232

C3M/PRO- C3 0.58 (0.45– 0.71) 0.236

C4M 0.52 (0.39– 0.65) 0.791

PRO- C4 0.56 (0.42– 0.69) 0.414

PRO- C4/C4M 0.64 (0.51– 0.76) 0.043 0.87 (0.79– 0.96) <0.001 0.87 (0.79– 0.96) <0.001

C4G 0.55 (0.42– 0.69) 0.433

C6Ma3 0.51 (0.37– 0.64) 0.935

Biomarker

Unadjusted Adjusted (full model)d
Adjusted (residual marker 
value)b

Stricturing CD (Montreal B2) versus penetrating CD (Montreal B3)

AUC (95% CI) Nominal p- value AUC (95% CI) p- value AUC (95% CI) p- value

C1M 0.70 (0.56– 0.83) 0.008 0.81 (0.70– 0.92) <0.001 0.81 (0.70– 0.92) <0.001

C3M 0.65 (0.51– 0.78) 0.048 0.80 (0.68– 0.91) <0.001 0.80 (0.68– 0.91) <0.001

PRO- C3 0.58 (0.43– 0.72) 0.289

C3M/PRO- C3 0.54 (0.39– 0.68) 0.610

C4M 0.67 (0.53– 0.80) 0.023 0.81 (0.70– 0.92) <0.001 0.81 (0.70– 0.92) <0.001

PRO- C4 0.61 (0.47– 0.75) 0.137

PRO- C4/C4M 0.59 (0.44– 0.73) 0.251

C4G 0.56 (0.42– 0.70) 0.411

C6Ma3 0.59 (0.45– 0.74) 0.204

aAdjusted for history of ileocecal resection, concurrent use of immunosuppressives and platelet counts (derived from multivariable backwards 
logistic regression analysis containing these confounding factors).
bAdjusted for unstandardized residual value of the biomarker (derived from linear regression analysis, adjusted for the same confounders) to the 
determine the prognostic value of the biomarker only.
cAdjusted for perianal disease and history of ileocaecal resection.
dAdjusted for perianal disease.
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CD (AUC 0.81 [0.70– 0.92], p < 0.001), closely followed by C4M 
(AUC 0.81 [0.70– 0.92], p < 0.001), and C3M (AUC 0.80 [0.68– 
0.91], p < 0.001) (Table S4).

3.4 | Type IV collagen formation/degradation 
(PRO- C4/C4M) ratios are lower in patients with non- 
stricturing, non- penetrating (Montreal B1) Crohn’s 
disease and accurately differentiate them from 
stricturing (B2) and penetrating (B3) disease

The type IV collagen formation/degradation (PRO- C4/C4M) ratio mod-
erately accurately discriminated patients with non- stricturing, non- 
penetrating (B1) CD from stricturing CD (AUC, 95% CI: 0.71[0.57– 0.84], 

p < 0.01, Figure 3d) and penetrating CD (AUC, 95% CI: 0.64 [0.51;0.76], 
p < 0.05) (Table S3). Multivariable analyses showed preserved discrimi-
native accuracy (Figure 3h,l), and residual- corrected values demon-
strated high discriminative accuracy (B1 vs B2: AUC 0.90[0.82– 0.98], 
p < 0.001; B1 vs B3: AUC 0.87 [0.79– 0.96], p < 0.001) (Table S4).

3.5 | Active inflammation associates with elevated 
serum levels of fragments of type I, III, IV and VI 
collagen formation and degradation

As a next step, relationships between biomarker levels and dis-
ease activity were explored by examining associations with CRP 
and faecal calprotectin (FCal) levels (Figure 5, Tables S6 and S7, 

F I G U R E  3   (A– L) Capacity of serological biomarkers of type I, III and IV collagen degradation (C1M, C3M and C4M, respectively) and 
the type IV collagen formation/degradation ratio (PRO- C4/C4M ratio) to discriminate between non- stricturing, non- penetrating (Montreal 
B1) and stricturing (Montreal B2) CD. Unadjusted (A– D) and adjusted (E– H) ROC curves demonstrate significant discriminative capacity of 
serum C1M, C3M and C4M levels and the PRO- C4/C4M ratio with regard to non- stricturing, non- penetrating disease (B1) versus stricturing 
disease (B2). Predicted probabilities (I– L) derived from the multivariable logistic regression models, representing the odds of having 
stricturing (Montreal B2) CD and determining the course of the ROC curves as shown in panels (E– H), are substantially separated between 
both disease behaviour subtypes. The lines with associated 95% confidence intervals (colour shade) represent the fitted logistic regression 
lines. Abbreviation: AUC, area under the ROC curve.
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Figure S2, Results S1). Most biomarkers strongly associated with 
serum CRP levels, including C1M (ρ = 0.89, p < 0.001), C6Ma3 
(ρ = 0.70, p < 0.001), C4M (ρ = 0.67, p < 0.001), C3M (ρ = 0.59, 
p < 0.001) and PRO- C4 (ρ = 0.52, p < 0.001) (Figure 5a). In a sub-
set of patients of whom FC data were available (n = 38), FC levels 

correlated with C6Ma3 levels (ρ = 0.48, p < 0.01), followed by 
C1M (ρ = 0.39, p < 0.05), C4M (ρ = 0.36, p < 0.05) and C3M levels 
(ρ = 0.34, p < 0.05). Importantly, the strong positive correlations 
between serum C1M, C3M and C4M levels and serum CRP levels 
were independent of disease behaviour (Figure 5b– d). Conversely, 

F I G U R E  4   (A– I) Capacity of serological biomarkers of type I, III and IV collagen degradation (C1M, C3M and C4M, respectively) to 
discriminate between stricturing (Montreal B2) and penetrating (Montreal B3) CD. Unadjusted (A– C) and adjusted (D– F) ROC curves 
demonstrate significant discriminative capacity of serum C1M, C3M, and C4M levels with regard to stricturing (B2) vs penetrating disease 
(B3). Predicted probabilities (G– I) derived from the multivariable logistic regression models, representing the odds of having penetrating 
(Montreal B3) CD and determining the course of ROC curves as shown in panels D- F are well separated between both disease behaviour 
subtypes. The lines with associated 95% confidence intervals (colour shade) represent the fitted logistic regression lines. Abbreviation: AUC, 
area under the ROC curve.
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differences in biomarker levels between the Montreal behaviour 
subclasses were independent of active inflammation because CRP 
did not correlate with disease behaviour according to the Montreal 
classification (Spearman's ρ = −0.04, p = 0.666). Although patients 
with stricturing (Montreal B2) CD did demonstrate relatively lower 
CRP levels (Table 2), this difference was not statistically relevant 
as CRP did not emerge as a significant confounder in multivari-
able logistic regression analyses discriminating patients with non- 
stricturing, non- penetrating CD (B1) from patients with stricturing 
CD (B2) (Table 3).

3.6 | Type I and IV collagen fragments modestly 
associate with the risk of progression of penetrating 
Crohn’s disease

Mean follow- up of patients was 4.5 ± 2.2 years, during which 23 
(22.8%) patients showed either progression or recurrence of stric-
turing disease, 22 (21.8%) patients showed either progression or 
recurrence of penetrating disease and 22 (21.8%) patients under-
went CD- related surgical interventions (Table S8). Cox proportional 
hazards regression analyses did not demonstrate statistically sig-
nificant associations between the biomarkers and all outcomes, but 

solely demonstrated nominally significant univariable associations 
between serum C1M, PRO- C4, C4G and the PRO- C4/C4M ratio and 
the risk of progression or recurrence of penetrating disease, either 
as (2log- transformed) continuous predictor (PRO- C4, PRO- C4/C4M 
ratio), as a categorical predictor (by tertile division) (C1M) or both 
(C4G) (Table 4). No significant associations were observed between 
biomarkers and the risk of progression or recurrence of stricturing 
disease or the risk of future surgical interventions. Multivariable Cox 
proportional hazards regression analyses were not performed due 
to the small number of events, resulting in limited statistical power. 
Kaplan– Meier survival analyses demonstrated only nominally sig-
nificantly different survival distributions for tertiles of serum C1M 
and C4G levels among patients with and without progression or 
recurrence of penetrating disease during follow- up (p = 0.035 and 
p = 0.008, respectively, log- rank test) (Figure 6a,b). In contrast, ter-
tiles of serum PRO- C4 levels and the PRO- C4/C4M ratio did not 
show differential survival distributions (Figure 6c,d). To assess the 
shape and (non- )linearity of these associations, RCS with three knots 
were fitted, which showed no significant deviances from linear as-
sociations with the risk of progression or recurrence of penetrating 
disease (C1M: χ2 = 3.07, p = 0.08; C4G: χ2 = 0.59, p = 0.44; PRO- 
C4: χ2 = 0.65, p = 0.42; PRO- C4/C4M ratio: χ2 = 2.00, p = 0.16) 
(Figure S3).

F I G U R E  5   (A– D) Associations between biomarkers and biochemical disease activity (CRP and FCal). (A) Heatmap demonstrating strength 
and significance of associations between biomarkers and disease activity measures. (B– D) Scatterplots with marginal distributions plotted as 
kernel density estimates demonstrating associations between serum CRP levels and serum C1M, C3M and C4M levels, respectively, labelled 
by disease behaviour subtype. Abbreviations: CRP, C- reactive protein; FCal, faecal calprotectin. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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TA B L E  4   Cox proportional hazards regression analyses of associations between (2log- transformed) serum biomarker levels and the risk 
of (A) progression or recurrence of stricturing disease, (B) progression or recurrence of penetrating disease and (C) CD- related surgical 
interventions

HR per doublinga (95% CI)

Tertiles per biomarkerb

Tertile 1 (low) Tertile 2 (mid) Tertile 3 (high)

A. Stricturing disease

C1M 1.17 (0.79– 1.73), p = 0.424 0.77 (0.30– 1.99), p = 0.768 0.51 (0.18– 1.44), p = 0.511 1.00 (reference)

C3M 0.76 (0.29– 1.95), p = 0.563 1.06 (0.40– 2.85), p = 0.906 0.96 (0.34– 2.75), p = 0.944 1.00 (reference)

PRO- C3 0.66 (0.30– 1.45), p = 0.301 1.43 (0.53– 3.85), p = 0.478 0.90 (0.31– 2.56), p = 0.836 1.00 (reference)

C3M/PRO- C3 1.16 (0.59– 2.30), p = 0.669 0.77 (0.30– 2.00), p = 0.769 0.54 (0.19– 1.53), p = 0.542 1.00 (reference)

C4M 0.85 (0.36– 1.97), p = 0.699 1.32 (0.51– 3.42), p = 0.562 0.63 (0.20– 1.99), p = 0.630 1.00 (reference)

PRO- C4 1.11 (0.56– 2.18), p = 0.764 0.53 (0.20– 1.38), p = 0.193 0.54 (0.20– 1.49), p = 0.236 1.00 (reference)

PRO- C4/C4M 1.78 (0.53– 5.99), p = 0.352 0.37 (0.13– 1.06), p = 0.063 0.54 (0.21– 1.40), p = 0.207 1.00 (reference)

C4G 1.08 (0.61– 1.89), p = 0.800 0.86 (0.36– 2.07), p = 0.739 0.26 (0.07– 1.03), p = 0.065 1.00 (reference)

C6Ma3 2.01 (0.89– 4.57), p = 0.095 0.61 (0.21– 1.76), p = 0.360 1.19 (0.46– 3.09), p = 0.720 1.00 (reference)

B. Penetrating disease

C1M 1.33 (0.90– 1.97), p = 0.154 1.00 (reference) 5.91 (1.31– 26.7), p = 0.021 4.73 (1.00– 22.3), 
p = 0.049

C3M 2.18 (0.87– 5.47), p = 0.098 1.00 (reference) 0.51 (0.15– 1.68), p = 0.265 1.48 (0.58– 3.77), 
p = 0.411

PRO- C3 1.16 (0.50– 2.69), p = 0.723 1.00 (reference) 0.75 (0.25– 2.25), p = 0.609 1.21 (0.45– 3.26), 
p = 0.707

C3M/PRO- C3 1.33 (0.69– 2.53), p = 0.393 1.00 (reference) 1.17 (0.39– 3.49), p = 0.777 1.74 (0.62– 4.93), 
p = 0.296

C4M 1.53 (0.69– 3.39), p = 0.297 1.00 (reference) 1.52 (0.53– 4.38), p = 0.440 1.64 (0.57– 4.74), 
p = 0.365

PRO- C4 2.24 (1.07– 4.71), p = 0.033 1.00 (reference) 1.91 (0.62– 5.89), p = 0.258 2.10 (0.70– 6.28), 
p = 0.184

PRO- C4/C4M 4.81 (1.13– 20.4), p = 0.033 1.00 (reference) 1.58 (0.52– 4.85), p = 0.420 1.86 (0.62– 5.55), 
p = 0.266

C4G 1.71 (1.05– 2.81), p = 0.032 1.00 (reference) 0.53 (0.13– 2.11), p = 0.366 2.66 (1.01– 7.01), 
p = 0.048

C6Ma3 2.00 (0.87– 4.62), p = 0.104 1.00 (reference) 3.03 (0.95– 9.67), p = 0.062 2.30 (0.69– 7.64), 
p = 0.175

C. Surgical interventionsc

C1M 1.39 (0.94– 2.06), p = 0.099 1.00 (reference) 2.14 (0.66– 6.98), p = 0.208 3.13 (0.96– 10.2), 
p = 0.059

C3M 1.24 (0.49– 3.12), p = 0.648 1.00 (reference) 0.48 (0.15– 1.57), p = 0.226 1.19 (0.47– 3.01), 
p = 0.714

PRO- C3 1.01 (0.42– 2.44), p = 0.975 1.00 (reference) 0.50 (0.16– 1.53), p = 0.223 1.05 (0.40– 2.72), 
p = 0.922

C3M/PRO- C3 1.12 (0.56– 2.25), p = 0.752 1.00 (reference) 0.70 (0.24– 2.01), p = 0.504 1.13 (0.42– 3.04), 
p = 0.806

C4M 1.07 (0.47– 2.39), p = 0.879 1.00 (reference) 1.01 (0.36– 2.78), p = 0.993 1.10 (0.40– 3.06), 
p = 0.854

PRO- C4 1.41 (0.70– 2.87), p = 0.340 1.00 (reference) 1.67 (0.58– 4.86), p = 0.345 1.75 (0.60– 5.08), 
p = 0.304

PRO- C4/C4M 2.76 (0.64– 11.9), p = 0.173 1.00 (reference) 1.18 (0.40– 3.51), p = 0.767 1.64 (0.58– 4.61), 
p = 0.352

C4G 1.00 (0.55– 1.80), p = 0.990 1.00 (reference) 0.23 (0.05– 1.05), p = 0.058 1.46 (0.61– 3.54), 
p = 0.398

(Continues)
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4  | DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that CD is characterised by distinct bio-
marker signatures of collagen turnover, as represented by altered 
serum levels of fragments of type I (C1M), III (PRO- C3, C3M), IV 
(PRO- C4, C4M, C4G) and VI (C6Ma3) collagen formation and deg-
radation in comparison to healthy individuals. The collagen degrada-
tion fragments C1M, C3M, C4M, and the type IV collagen formation/
degradation ratio (PRO- C4/C4M ratio) were able to accurately dis-
tinguish between CD disease behaviour subtypes as classified by 
the Montreal disease classification. Notably, baseline levels of type 
I and particularly type IV collagen fragments were prospectively 
associated with an increased risk of penetrating disease progres-
sion, as evidenced by endoscopy and/or imaging during follow- up. 
Collectively, these results demonstrate that circulating fragments of 
collagen turnover hold promise as serological biomarkers for detec-
tion of disease behaviour as well as prediction of future progression 
of penetrating CD.

In the present study, we observed markedly elevated levels 
of C1M and especially C6Ma3 in patients with CD compared with 
healthy individuals. C6Ma3 reflects the MMP- 2 and MMP- 9- 
mediated degradation of the α3 chain of type VI collagen, which is 
involved in intestinal tissue remodelling in CD. Type VI collagen is 
mainly located at the BM across the intestinal crypt- villus axis and 
regulates the formation of fibronectin fibrils and the morphology and 
behaviour of intestinal epithelial cells.28 Recently, C6Ma3 was shown 
to be strongly associated with endoscopic disease activity in CD.29 
Similarly, in our study, C6Ma3 levels were significantly associated 
with active inflammation as reflected by serum CRP and FCal levels. 
Furthermore, we observed lower levels of C1M, C3M and C4M in 
patients with stricturing CD, representing the dynamics between 
deposition and degradation of collagens, favouring that of collagen 
deposition as these markers are reflective of tissue degradation. 
Indeed, intestinal stricture formation in CD occurs through a net ac-
cumulation of several types of collagens, including interstitial fibrillar 
collagens (e.g. types I and III) and non- fibrillar BM collagens, the latter 
being mainly represented by type IV collagen.30,31 Net increased col-
lagen formation may lead to thickening and stiffening of the intestinal 
wall, culminating in intestinal stenosis.32 Previous studies have also 
shown that expression and activity of MMPs, especially MMP- 2, - 9, 
- 12 and - 13, which mediate degradation of type I, III and IV colla-
gens, were decreased in mucosae overlying stenotic intestinal tissue. 
In contrast, the expression of tissue inhibitors of MMPs (TIMPs) was 

increased.33– 35 In our previous study, increased type I and III collagen 
degradation was mainly present in patients with penetrating disease. 
This is in line with the current data, especially when adjusting for con-
founders, as we demonstrated that increased degradation of type I, 
III and IV collagen can discriminate between patients with stricturing 
and penetrating CD. In addition, our study is the first to show the 
accuracy of type IV collagen biomarkers in differentiating between 
non- stricturing, non- penetrating and stricturing or penetrating CD. 
In fact, the type IV collagen formation/degradation ratio (PRO- C4/
C4M) most accurately discriminated between non- stricturing, non- 
penetrating versus stricturing or penetrating disease. Taken together, 
the observed reduction in MMP- mediated collagen degradation frag-
ments together with an increased type IV collagen formation/degra-
dation ratio may be indicative of a relative (net) increase in collagen 
synthesis/fibrogenesis versus collagen degradation/fibrolysis in pa-
tients with stricturing disease.

The frequency of disease flares has been associated with an 
increased risk of early development of a stricturing or penetrating 
disease pattern.36 Importantly, in the present study, associations 
between biomarker levels and disease behaviour subclasses were 
independent of active inflammation, as CRP was not significantly as-
sociated with the Montreal behaviour classification. Although CRP 
was initially included as a covariate in multivariable analyses, it even-
tually dropped out as a non- significant confounder. Instead, platelet 
counts remained a significant confounder in some models, which 
is a less sensitive biomarker of active inflammation, albeit reactive 
thrombocytosis is a typical laboratory finding in CD.37 Nevertheless, 
these observations support the accumulating evidence that the de-
velopment of stricturing or penetrating disease is not solely driven 
by inflammation, which may only be part of the initiation and pro-
gression of disturbed ECM remodelling in IBD.38

C4G (a T- cell activity marker derived from granzyme- B- mediated 
degradation of type IV collagen) was particularly increased in pa-
tients with penetrating CD. In prospective analyses, it showed the 
strongest association with the risk of penetrating CD progression, 
where patients having the highest serum C4G levels (belonging to 
the third tertile) had the lowest progression- free survival until the 
last follow- up. C4G is a recently developed biomarker of granzyme 
B- mediated degradation of type IV collagen and T- lymphocyte activ-
ity.18 T- lymphocytes express the serine protease granzyme B that in-
duces type IV collagen breakdown, enabling migration through BMs 
towards the intestinal mucosa and facilitating their cytotoxic effec-
tor mechanisms.18,39 Granzyme B is typically associated with active 

HR per doublinga (95% CI)

Tertiles per biomarkerb

Tertile 1 (low) Tertile 2 (mid) Tertile 3 (high)

C6Ma3 2.08 (0.87– 5.00), p = 0.101 1.00 (reference) 2.61 (0.88– 7.67), p = 0.082 1.80 (0.57– 5.71), 
p = 0.320

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; MV, multivariable analysis; UV, univariable analysis.
aBiomarker levels were 2log- transformed before entry into the model as a continuous predictor, facilitating results interpretation (per doubling).
bPer biomarker, levels were divided into tertiles with the lowest tertile (Tertile 1) set as a reference standard in the model.

TA B L E  4   (Continued)
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CD and is mainly expressed by activated CD4+-  and CD8+- Th1- 
differentiated lymphocytes in the lamina propria of the intestinal mu-
cosa.39,40 Furthermore, type IV collagen degradation is preferentially 
mediated by MMP- 2, - 3, and - 9, which are markedly upregulated in 
CD, especially highly active in the case of penetrating disease, and 
predominantly expressed and secreted by Th1- lymphocytes.11,41– 44 
As penetrating CD is associated with Th1- lymphocyte infiltration, 
this may be a plausible mechanistic explanation as to why patients 
with higher levels of (granzyme B- mediated) type IV collagen degra-
dation could be at increased risk of penetrating disease progression.

Pharmacological interventions targeting intestinal fibrosis do not 
yet exist, whereas they recently have become available for other fi-
brotic indications, such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.45 Current 

treatment modalities for intestinal fibrosis consist of endoscopic 
treatment (e.g. pneumatic dilation) and surgery, both of which are 
accompanied by high rates of side- effects and recurrences.2 The ul-
timate aim of anti- fibrotic therapy for fibrostenotic CD would be to 
reverse fibrosis back to physiological tissue regeneration and ECM 
remodelling. However, the potential reversibility of intestinal fibrosis 
will largely depend on the stage of fibrosis: although early stages 
may be sensitive to at least partial therapeutic amelioration, more 
advanced fibrosis may show complete therapeutic resistance.46 In 
clinical practice, early identification of the development of strictur-
ing and/or penetrating disease is, therefore, paramount to enable 
prompt therapeutic intervention, to prevent progression of strictur-
ing and/or penetrating disease and thus ultimately prevent the need 

F I G U R E  6   (A– D) Kaplan– Meier survival distributions for tertiles of the biomarkers that showed significant associations with the risk of 
progression or recurrence of penetrating disease in Cox proportional hazards regression analyses, either continuously or by tertile division. 
(A) Kaplan– Meier curves representing progression- free survival for tertiles of serum C1M levels, with the lowest rate of progression 
occurring in the lowest tertile (p < 0.05, log- rank test). (B) Kaplan– Meier curves for tertiles of serum C4G levels, with the highest rate of 
progression occurring in the highest tertile (p < 0.01, log- rank test). (C, D) Kaplan– Meier curves for tertiles of serum PRO- C4 levels and the 
PRO- C4/C4M ratio, showing no significant curve deviations (p = 0.37 and p = 0.53, respectively). The black dashed vertical lines indicate the 
median survival time (4.5 years, IQR: [3.0, 6.1]).
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for surgical procedures. Serological biomarkers of collagen turnover 
may help to facilitate early detection of stricturing and penetrating 
disease and even resolution of fibrosis, even before it becomes clin-
ically apparent. Furthermore, appropriate biomarkers may help to 
predict the progression of stricturing and/or penetrating disease and 
may even show prognostic value with regard to response to future 
anti- fibrotic therapy. To achieve these goals, however, prospective, 
longitudinal clinical trials focusing on intestinal fibrosis or pene-
trating disease and extended follow- up would be required in order 
to ultimately define the value of such biomarkers. In addition, the 
quest for accurate fibrosis biomarkers should continue to explore 
the potential involvement of other relevant ECM proteins, including 
fibronectins, laminins, and other types of collagens, as well as pro-
teins enhancing matrix stiffness by increasing collagen cross- linkage 
within the ECM, which further contributes to stricture formation.8,23

This study was strengthened by the extensive characterisa-
tion of the patient cohort, including balanced groups of patients 
with different disease behaviours and the relatively long follow- up, 
which enabled us to prospectively evaluate the predictive capac-
ity of biomarkers with respect to disease course. Furthermore, 
biomarkers analysed were measured using an innovative neo- 
epitope protein fingerprint assay, in which separate quantification 
of post- translational modification protein features (e.g., formation, 
degradation, or signalling domains) provides an additional layer of 
biomarker specificity compared with standard ELISAs that often 
provide rather crude protein measurements.47 Several limitations of 
this study, however, also warrant recognition. First, our study was 
of retrospective nature, in which disease behaviour and follow- up 
data were registered based on available (endoscopic and/or radio-
logic) imaging and pathology reports of intestinal resections. This 
may have introduced information bias, as we had to rely on others 
for accurate recordkeeping. Similarly, we used the Montreal disease 
classification as the main study outcome, which is subject to interob-
server variability and instability due to the dynamic nature of CD. 
To partially overcome this, we only included patients who had an 
updated Montreal disease classification registered at least within 
1 year of sampling, and whose disease behaviour classification re-
mained stable during follow- up. In addition, this was a single- center 
study, which ensured a rather homogeneous assessment of disease 
behaviour subclasses. In this respect, more objective, homogeneous 
classifications systems for intestinal fibrosis solely based on cross- 
sectional imaging or histopathology would have been preferred. 
Unfortunately, however, there is still a lack of standardised criteria 
for defining stricturing and penetrating disease (progression) in CD, 
which are usually of low- quality evidence and limited to consensus- 
based recommendations.48,49 Similarly, there is a lack of validated 
scoring systems to reliably determine the severity of stricturing/
penetrating disease in CD. Another limitation pertaining to the 
Montreal classification is the fact that for patients with penetrating 
(B3) disease, it does not distinguish between those who do or do not 
have concurrent stricturing disease. Therefore, we verified whether 
patients with and without stricturing disease within the B3 subclass 
showed differences in biomarker levels, which appeared not to be 

the case. Moreover, limited FC values were available to evaluate 
mucosal disease activity in our study cohort, which may be due to 
low patient compliance in collecting stools. This, however, also em-
phasises the utility of serological biomarkers instead of faecal bio-
markers for disease assessment. Finally, due to the limited sample 
size of patient subgroups, we could not reliably perform stratifica-
tion for other relevant covariates, such as age, medication use, dis-
ease duration or subgroup analyses for progression and recurrence 
of stricturing or penetrating disease. For the same reason, analysis 
of the predictive value of combinations of biomarkers was omitted 
due to the risk of model overfitting. Future studies should focus on 
the integrative analysis of these biomarkers as input for clinical al-
gorithms for predictive (machine learning- based) modelling in larger 
patient cohorts. In addition, prospective longitudinal studies would 
be required to study the temporal dynamics of the studied collagen 
biomarkers and to validate their discriminative accuracy with regard 
to CD behaviour subtypes. External validation in an independent 
replication cohort of patients with CD would be crucial to validate 
the utility and behaviour of the investigated biomarkers, preferably 
in relation to outcomes derived from modalities such as intestinal 
imaging and histopathology.

In conclusion, we show that serological biomarkers of type I, III 
and IV collagen turnover strongly associate with disease behaviour 
subclasses as defined by the Montreal disease classification in pa-
tients with CD. Our results highlight the potential significance and 
clinical applicability of serological biomarkers of collagen turnover 
to improve detection of stricturing and/or penetrating disease 
and predict future progression of penetrating CD. Future studies 
are warranted to further validate these biomarkers in relation to 
early detection and monitoring of stricturing/penetrating compli-
cations in patients with CD and to assess their value for guiding 
therapeutic decision- making to prevent (progression of) these 
complications.
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